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CHAPTER 8:

THE ICEBERG INDEX

“Measure what is measurable, and make measurable what is not so.”

–Galileo Galilei

“I want to be a billionaire so freakin’ bad.”

–Travie McCoy

Over the last chapters, we have introduced and discussed in detail some of the 
debtbergs across the Human, Marketing, Technical, and Strategy Oceans that 

can damage or sink a startup. Now, it’s time to put all of these ideas together into a 
cohesive way to identify and assess the hidden debt that is lurking inside a startup. 
Allow us to introduce the Iceberg Index. �e Iceberg Index is a tool to identify and 
measure hidden debt across Oceans. 

First, we want to remind you that most startups and companies will take on many 
of the hidden debts that we’ve outlined in previous chapters. Just like people and com-
panies take on �nancial debt in order to accomplish their goals, so too do startups take 
on hidden debts. Founders and investors should make tradeo�s—but intentionally 
and strategically. Our goal in creating this Iceberg Index is to make those hidden debts 
more visible. By knowing where debts have accumulated, startups will be better able 
to make plans to mitigate them. 

Investors may want to complete Iceberg Index scores on current and potential 
portfolio investment companies. �e Iceberg Index could be part of a due diligence 
process, and it can be a tool to help investors better guide founders as they navigate 
decisions while crossing these Oceans. 

Let’s start with a few important points in using this tool. We have tried to create 
a measurement system in the Iceberg Index that simpli�es some very complex areas 



of uncertainty across areas of the �rm. However, remember tradeo�s—simplicity 
can lack nuance and comprehensiveness. While our tables capture some of the more 
common debtbergs startups may encounter, we don’t intend them to be complete 
and comprehensive. Revisit the core content chapters for more depth and nuance in 
each Ocean. 

Each component in the Iceberg Index has a four-point scale. Decide which point 
best describes where the startup is on this continuum. Don’t hedge your assessment—
pick only one score for each component:

1. Strong; smooth sailing. �is means the startup has fully addressed the
debtberg.

2. Some; rocky journey ahead. �e debtberg exists, but there is a plan to
address it and minimize damage.

3. Very little; need a navigation plan. Without a plan to address it, this
debtberg can damage or even sink the ship.

4. Not at all; large debtbergs in sight. Damage and failure are imminent,
and immediate action is called for.

Second, the importance and threat of the debtbergs will shift over time. When a 
startup is in the �rst stage of uncertainty at all levels, while the founder still has the day 
job and has not raised any money, there is not much to sink. A low Iceberg Index rating 
is likely in the embryonic phase. �e startup is still a rowboat that can turn quickly. 

It is in the second and third stages—when the startup is hiring its �rst employees, 
moving from MVP to Launch and Early Growth, and growing a customer base—that 
strategy debt and other debtbergs accumulate powerful enough to sink the startup, 
immediately or in the next three years. �e use of the Iceberg Index should evolve 
over time and be stage-appropriate for a startup, as you can see in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: How startups can use the Iceberg Index
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Figure 2: The Human Iceberg Index in the Founding Team Sea
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Figure 3: The Human Iceberg Index in the Investor/Advisor Sea
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Figure 4: The Human Iceberg Index in the Employee Sea
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Figure 5: The Marketing Iceberg Index in the Segmentation Sea
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Figure 6: The Marketing Iceberg Index in the Positioning Sea
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Figure 7: The Marketing Iceberg Index in the Tactical Sea
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Figure 8: The Technical Iceberg Index in the Validation Sea



Figure 9: The Technical Iceberg Index in the Design Sea
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Figure 10: The Technical Iceberg Index in the Development Sea
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Figure 11: The Strategy Iceberg Index

Check out our online resources as our own Iceberg Index evolves at 
www.titaniceffect.com.
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